
HOUSING 
CRISIS

Long-term leaseholders in 

B.C. urgently need help 

from our government.



Sun Creek Estates is 

a housing complex in 

Newton, Surrey 

consisting of 301 

suites spread out 

over 29* residential 

buildings of various 

sizes built in 1983 

by Westsea

Construction Ltd.
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HISTORY
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* A 30th building also exists that is used as a rental office & club-house.



In 1992, all 301 suites in 

the complex were 

converted from rental units 

to 99-year leases*, and 

Westsea proceeded to sell 

these leases* to the public.  

After selling about half  of  

them, Westsea made the 

decision to stop the sale of  

the leases* and to retain 

lease assignments of  the 

remaining half, which it 

continues to operate today 

as rental suites. 
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* Leases are Land Titles-registered assignments that give 

holders use/access to their suite(s) until December 31, 2092.
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Current Ownership of Leases* at Sun Creek Estates 

160 Private-Held Suite Assignments 141 Westsea-Held Rental Suites
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* Leases are Land Titles-registered assignments that give holders use/access to their suite(s) until December 31, 2092.



The buildings are of  wood frame 

construction on a concrete 

perimeter with tar and gravel 

and/or shingle roofing. In 2016, 

they began to exhibit signs of  

their age (more than 40 years), 

and a Building Remediation 

Project was announced by the 

owner. 
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The latest information provided 

by Westsea describes 9 phases 

to complete 235 suites (78%) 

by the end of 2027. The 

remaining 66 suites (Phase “U”) 

are not yet scheduled, but it is 

estimated that they will be 

included in 3 additional phases 

to be completed by 2031.



THE PROJECT

• Stucco cladding, wood 
siding

• Windows, patio doors, 
and guardrails

• Vinyl waterproofing 
membranes

• Existing bathroom 
exhaust fans

• Roof assembly of  
upper and garden 
level, plus balcony and 
roof soffit
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Building #6 – Currently Being Renovated

Includes the following replacements:
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12-Feb-2024 Building #17 – After Being Renovated

CURRENT : We are now in Phase 

5 of  the project, and when this 

phase is finished (estimated by 

Westsea to be March 2024) 

about half  of  the project (151 

suites) will have been completed.
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FUTURE : Four more phases 

(6 to 9) have been 

projected to run from Feb. 

2024 to the end of  2027 

bringing the total # of  

suites completed to 235 

(78%). The schedule for the 

remaining 66 suites (Phase 

“U”) has not yet been 

disclosed by Westsea.
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Project Update – Total Actual vs Projected $ Costs

Note: Phase 5 is currently in process, so costs may still change; $ amount 

shown for Phase 5 only reflects the actual assessments to date.

Phases 1 to 5 are actual amounts (see Note); Phases 6 to 9 are 

projected amounts that include an estimate of 25% over the 

projected costs (which in Phase 5 are currently running at more 

than 100% over projected costs). $626,000.00

$1,432,110.00
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$1,051,000.00

$5,781,300.00

$5,500,000.00
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Phase U contains 66 suites in 7 buildings that have not yet been assigned to 

a phase/schedule by Westsea.



This chart shows the average 
renovation $ amount per suite 
that it is costing in each phase 
of  the Project. With the current 
costs for Phase 5 running over 
$200,000 per suite ,  and Phase 
6 estimates of  $286,458 per 
suite i t seems hard to believe 
that leaseholders are getting 
fair value for the money being 
spent. 
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Phases 1 to 5 are actual amounts (see Note); 

Phases 6 to 9 are projected amounts that 

include an estimate of 25% over the 

projected costs (which in Phase 5 are 

currently running at more than 100% over 

projected costs). 

Note: Phase 5 is currently in process, so costs may 

still change; $ amount shown for Phase 5 only 

reflects the actual assessments to date.
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SUMMARY

Leaseholders do not object to having their 
residences maintained and are grateful that 
Westsea is taking initiative to make sure the 
buildings remain livable and safe. But there 
are strong objections to the way this process 
is being carried out. 

Many people who invested in suites at Sun 
Creek because they were an affordable 
option will l ikely be left homeless and 
destitute because the owner is financing this 
renovation project in a way that is unrealistic 
and unsustainable.

There are currently no laws to protect long-
term leaseholders in B.C.
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... where a good affordable 

housing option is becoming a

 housing nightmare



PROBLEM #1

12-Feb-2024

Excessive, Unrealistic, and 

Unmanageable Fees

The fees that Westsea is demanding from leaseholders are increasing at an alarming rate.  Currently they 

consist of multiple simultaneous assessment fees plus a monthly maintenance fee of $780*.  The annual $ 

amount demanded by Westsea for 2024 presently totals about $36,000* per leaseholder.

However, Phase 6 of the Project is also scheduled to begin in February 2024 (immediately) and if a third 

assessment for this phase is demanded shortly, the projected cost of $5.5 million will likely result in an 

additional third assessment of approximately $19,000* per leaseholder bringing the 2024 total to 

$55,000*.  Note: this does NOT include the $ amounts that leaseholders are also obligated to pay the 

bank for mortgages held on their property.
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* This amount will vary (marginally) depending on the square footage of the suite. 

The fees being demanded of leaseholders are excessive, unrealistic, and unmanageable and many 

Sun Creek leaseholders are in danger of losing their homes if they do not receive immediate help.
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This c hart shows the Portion $ 

costs that each leaseholder is 

required to pay* for each phase 

of  the Project, plus the 

Cumulative $ amount they have 

already paid and wil l be 

required to eventually pay to 

complete the entire project.
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* This amount will vary (marginally) depending 

on the square footage of the suite. 

Note: Phase 5 is currently in process, so costs may 

still change; $ amount shown for Phase 5 only 

reflects the actual assessments to date.

Phases 1 to 5 are actual amounts (see Note); 

Phases 6 to 9 are projected amounts that 

include an estimate of 25% over the 

projected costs (which in Phase 5 are 

currently running at more than 100% over 

projected costs). 
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PROBLEM #2
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Inadequate Time to Pay

In the most recent notice of assessment 

dated August 3, 2023, a total amount 

owing of $3.86 million was announced 

with a proportionate share for each 

leaseholder of $13,858 * being due, with 

payments expected to begin in less than 2 

months (Oct 1, 2023) to be spread out 

over the next 12 months.  Leaseholders 

simply cannot produce funds of this 

magnitude at such short notice.  The time 

notice to pay needs to be proportional to 

the amount requested.
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* This amount will vary (marginally) depending on the square footage 

of the suite. 



PROBLEM #3
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No Clarity or Transparency to 

Ensure Fairness

The current lack of clarity and transparency means that leaseholders have no assurance that Westsea is 

paying its fair portion of expenses for the 140 suites for which they retain lease assignments, nor do they 

know if the owner is passing on the costs incurred to generate rental income. * They are repeatedly told 

that there is no provision in the lease to ask details of how money being demanded is calculated 

and/or spent and they are also held in the dark about the process of how/why the contracts to perform 

the remedial work are awarded. 

 * Example: Why was $10,633 for “Advertising” included in the Annual Operating Costs for 2017?
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SUGGESTION: If Westsea insists on keeping its books closed to leaseholders, there needs to be a competent court-

appointed neutral party that has access to the official records so that everyone can be assured that the financial 

statements are accurate and that everyone is being treated fairly.



This chart i l lustrates how 

Yearly Operating Expenses 

have escalated over the past 

eight years.

For example, $869,373 was 

spent for “Repairs and 

Maintenance” in 2022 , a 

146 percent increase from 

$352,759 spent in 2015.

Questions from leaseholders 

seeking clarity and 

transparency regarding 

expenses are consistently 

met with a blunt refusal by 

Westsea to provide any 

further information.
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This is a copy of  the 
standard response that 
leaseholders receive from 
Westsea when they ask 
questions or seek further 
clarification of  Operating 
Costs that are reported in 
the annual Audited Year 
End Report .

12-Feb-2024

No Access to Details Relating to 

Operating Costs
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The amounts being spent on 

Legal charges are especially  

troubling considering that there 

were $0 Legal expenses 

reported in most years prior to 

2017 but they have now 

escalated to $574,173 in 2022. 
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No Disclosure of Information 

Relating to Legal Charges

Westsea insists that 
leaseholders must pay 
fees for which no 
information can be 
disclosed even though 
there is no way to confirm 
that these charges are 
legitimate or if  lessees 
even should be the ones 
responsible for paying 
them.
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PROBLEM #4
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No Dispute Resolution 

Mechanism Available

The only dispute resolution mechanism available to long-term 

leaseholders is through initiating a legal case through the B.C. 

Supreme Court which is cost prohibitive and cumbersome for 

most residents in Sun Creek.  To compound the problem, 

Westsea charges leaseholders for their legal costs by 

including them in the in the annual Schedule of Operating 

Costs.  So, by going to the B.C. Supreme Court, leaseholders 

end up paying the costs incurred by both parties.  It becomes 

a “no-win” situation for lessees and a “win-win” situation for 

Westsea. This is a situation that denies access to justice.
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Three Observations

THE GOOD

Sun Creek is a great place to 
l ive. The sui tes are spacious,  wel l -

located, and affordable. Long-
term lease housing could be par t 

of  the solut ion for the current 
housing cr is is .  

1

THE BAD

Leaseholders have no protect ion 
against owners who c harge 

excessive fees with no clari ty or 
transparency. There is also no 

reasonable pathway for confl ict  
resolut ion. 

2

THE REMEDY

The B.C. government needs to act 
quickly to ensure that long-term 

leaseholders have the same 
protect ions in place that al l  other 

tenants current ly enjoy.  

3
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LEGISLATION IS NEEDED

… to provide the 

following four 

protections, which 

would help resolve 

the current crisis at 

Sun Creek Estates, 

and would 

ultimately benefit 

all long-term 

leaseholders in B.C. 

1. The amounts that owners require leaseholders to pay should be 

reasonable and affordable.

2. The timelines to pay fees must be sufficient and manageable 

for people having a modest income, and proportional to the 

amounts demanded.

3. All financial statements must be clear, transparent, and open to 

scrutiny, so fairness is ensured, and an atmosphere of trust is 

maintained.

4. A mechanism for resolving disputes must be available that is 

fair and reasonable to all parties.
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THE FUTURE

Your help is vital in not only 

helping to save the homes of  so 

many leaseholders in Sun 

Creek, but also in walking 

together on a pathway to make 

B.C. a better place to live for 

everyone.

12-Feb-2024

We desperately 

need your help 

today. 
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